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INTRODUCTION

The Pennsylvania Convention Center remains committed to re-opening safely. We have gone to great lengths to ensure your safety while maintaining the highest levels of customer service in a hospitable environment. To that effect, the Center has instituted policies and procedures as part of this re-activation operating framework and has received the Global Biorisk Advisory Council (GBAC) STAR accreditation.

As we welcome back events at the Center, you will see many enhancements like renovated restrooms, new carpet, fresh paint and vibrant LED lights throughout our exhibit halls. Additionally, you will see hand sanitizers, digital and floor signage featuring details about the protocols as well as housekeeping staff dedicated to our increased sanitization efforts for your safety. Behind the scenes you will enjoy new technologies designed to sanitize high touch surfaces and enhance air quality. Beyond these investments in your experience, we have implemented enhanced protocols and procedures as part of our re-activation operating framework to keep guests, planners and workers healthy and safe.

Fueled by the ASM Global VenueShield™ program and following the guidance from the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and the Pennsylvania Department of Health (PDOH) and other public health agencies, this operating framework outlines enhancements to our standard operating procedures in six categories; environmental hygiene, food service, the customer journey, workforce & training, technology & equipment and public awareness. This operating framework is designed with the flexibility needed to adjust protocols as requirements and guidance changes. Accordingly, as the guidance from the CDC, PDOH and other public health officials evolve, so shall our operating protocol.

We look forward to welcoming you back to PHL - the City of Perseverance, Hope and Love.

Sincerely,

John J. McNichol
President & CEO
Pennsylvania Convention Center Authority

Kelvin D. Moore
Regional General Manager
ASM Global
INTRODUCTION

HEALTH EXPERTISE

VenueShield and the larger PHL Health Pledge gives meetings planners, exhibitors, and attendees the ability to return to the Pennsylvania Convention Center with confidence.

ASM Global has been guided by scientific and medical research input from the Drexel University College of Medicine, led by Dr. Charles Cairns, a worldwide expert in infectious disease research and bio-preparedness. VenueShield protocols have also been developed in strict accordance with international healthcare guidelines from the CDC, NHS, PHAA and WHO, as well as local government and health care experts.

Through the Philadelphia Convention and Visitors Bureau's PHL Health Pledge initiative, meeting planners can access expert medical advice from the PHLCVB's Chief Health Advisor, Dr. David Nash. An acclaimed national leader in population health, Dr. Nash, Dean Emeritus of the Jefferson College of Population Health, provides guidance on best practices for safe events and works closely with the PHL Health Advisors, a 19-person medical advisory task force.
The purpose of this plan is to articulate what steps we have taken to ensure a safe and successful event. Going forward we encourage you to refer to this document for recommendations that may assist you in health & safety protocols during the planning process.

ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE
Cleaning the facility to the highest standards.

FOOD SERVICE
Providing safe and enjoyable food.

CUSTOMER JOURNEY
Understanding the anatomy of our events to create a healthy and safe environment adding to the success of each event.

WORKFORCE
Safely returning our workforce to the job site to serve our customers.

TECHNOLOGY & EQUIPMENT
Exploring the new role for technology and equipment.

PUBLIC AWARENESS
Communicating our enhanced operational protocols.
VENUESHIELD™

The Pennsylvania Convention Center is managed by ASM Global.

- ASM Global established venue cleaning protocols called VenueShield™, which is available to convention centers, stadiums, arenas, theaters and special event spaces worldwide.

- ASM Global has established cleaning protocols which will continue within the Pennsylvania Convention Center.

- The VenueShield Environmental Hygiene Program works with over 400 products that include the recommended requirements for disinfecting various surfaces containing:
  - **Accelerated Hydrogen Peroxides** – commercially available from Diversey as Oxivir or equivalent.
  - **Quaternary Ammonia** – commercially available from Diversey as Virex II 256 or equivalent.
  - **Alcohol-Based** – disinfectants must be at least 60% alcohol containing ethanol or isopropanol are acceptable.
  - **Chlorine-Based** – to include bleach solutions

- The VenueShield Environmental Hygiene program is available for review on our website at [https://asmvenueshield.com/](https://asmvenueshield.com/)

- To provide planners and guests an extra layer of confidence in our protocols, the Pennsylvania Convention Center has achieved the Global Biorisk Advisory Council (GBAC) STAR Accreditation.

**Nothing is more important than to demonstrate a clean and safe facility in which to do business. In order to achieve that trust, we continue to take the following steps:**

- **Deep Clean** the facility is prepared to host events at the Pennsylvania Convention Center.

- **Keep It Clean** continue enhanced frequency of cleaning and sanitization with the latest chemicals to kill viruses.
DEEP CLEAN PROGRAM

DEEP CLEAN Program Highlights

- Remove organic material and bioburdens.
- Apply EPA-approved disinfecting products that eliminate viral pathogens and bacteria.
- High-touch surfaces and objects are disinfected daily.
- Clean restrooms frequently.
- Carpets and other flooring cleaned and disinfected after each event.
- Custodial staff trained in latest disinfection techniques.
- Installation of additional hand sanitizer dispensers.
- Communication guidance and tools to reassure returning employees and customers about facility cleanliness.
- All OSHA standards for cleaning and employee protection are met.

GUIDANCE FOR CLEANING AND DISINFECTING

PUBLIC SPACES, WORKPLACES, BUSINESSES, SCHOOLS, AND HOMES

This guidance is intended for all Americans, whether you own a business, run a school, or want to ensure the cleanliness and safety of your home. Reopening America requires all of us to move forward together by practicing social distancing and other daily habits to reduce our risk of exposure to the virus that causes COVID-19. Reopening the country also strongly relies on public health strategies, including increased testing of people for the virus, social distancing, isolation, and keeping track of how someone infected might have infected other people. This plan is part of the larger United States Government plan and focuses on cleaning and disinfecting public spaces, workplaces, businesses, schools, and can also be applied to your home.
Sustain a clean environment for employees and guests by using VenueShield approved products to provide confidence that space is regularly being cleaned to the same standards as the Deep Clean Program.

The PCC Housekeeping guidelines incorporate updated procedures, staff training, and additional disinfectant products to address the cleaning expectations of today’s COVID-19 era. Enhancements include products with shorter dwell times, increased cleaning frequencies and upgraded cleaning validation and quality control techniques.

- **Daily cleaning to remove organic material and bioburden.**
- **Betco TriForce Disinfectant and PH7Q Dual Disinfect Dilution contain Quaternary Ammonia compounds for high touch areas.**
- **Realigning workflows of existing manpower; adding porter resources for additional high touch cleaning frequency.**
- **Enhanced communication tools targeted to colleagues and building occupants for awareness.**
HIGH TRAFFIC/TOUCH AREAS

High Touch Surfaces are defined as a surface or object which is touched or handled frequently by the building occupants and visitors. Below are examples of potentially highly contaminated surfaces that must not be overlooked or minimized in a cleaning program. If not properly cleaned and sanitized, these touch points can serve to spread disease from one person to another. In fact, it is impossible to have a healthy building if high touch surfaces are not emphasized. The key to minimizing the spread of disease is to clean and sanitize these surfaces frequently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SURFACES</th>
<th>CLEANING FREQUENCY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doorknobs and handles</td>
<td>Once every hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door push plates and crash bars</td>
<td>Once every hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arms on chairs</td>
<td>After use (room refresh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back of chairs</td>
<td>After use (room refresh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabletops and edges</td>
<td>Before and after use (room refresh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podiums</td>
<td>Before and after use (room refresh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light switches and room controls</td>
<td>Before and after use (room refresh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevator buttons</td>
<td>Once every hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vending machines</td>
<td>Once every hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking fountains</td>
<td>Once every hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escalator rails</td>
<td>UV Protection cleaning (continuously)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restroom doorknobs and handles</td>
<td>Once every hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet horizontal surface/seat</td>
<td>Once every hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink faucet</td>
<td>Once every hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink surfaces</td>
<td>Once every hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathroom dispensers</td>
<td>Once every hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step railings</td>
<td>Once every hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing rooms</td>
<td>Three times a day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HAND HYGIENE

HAND SANITIZER LOCATIONS
70 Units throughout the building

Terrace Level: 1 Unit per Ballroom Entrance
TOTAL = 4

Overlook: 3 units

300L: 2 units

Ballroom AB: 2 units

Exhibit Halls A-E: 2 units per entrance

200L: 2 units

Grand Hall: 1 unit

West Side: 8 units

12th/13th St. East Side: 7 Units

11th/12th East: 5 units

*Note: Standard deployment shall include the 70 units shown above. Quantities shall increase and locations can be modified as event activities dictate.
TEAM TRAINING & SAFETY

The Pennsylvania Convention Center Clean Shield Team is committed to creating a safe and clean environment for our team members and guests by deploying enhanced staff training and safety.

PRE-SHIFT MEETINGS

- New Product & Cart Setup
- High Touch Surface Schedules
- Cleaning vs. Sanitation

SAFETY TRAINING

- Respiratory Safety
- Dusting Techniques
- Physical Distancing
- Personal Protective Equipment
- Infection Control
- Hazard Communications
- Contractor Safety
- Covid-19 Awareness Training
- Restroom Cleaning
- Product Use Training
- Equipment Operation Training

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING PROMOTES SAFETY
DO YOUR PART
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)

PCC employees are provided with appropriate, government approved PPE once they enter the workplace.

◊ Surgical Masks – Surgical masks are made in different thicknesses and with different ability to protect you from contact with liquids. These properties may also affect how easily you can breathe through the face mask and how well the surgical mask protects you. These are standard for all staff not performing industrial or biological housekeeping tasks.

◊ N-95 Masks - They are tested for fluid resistance, filtration efficiency (particulate filtration efficiency and bacterial filtration efficiency), flammability and biocompatibility. These are standard for industrial or biological housekeeping tasks.

◊ Rubber Gloves - Wear 4-millimeter-thick nitrile gloves when making direct hand contact with blood or bodily fluids or when handling or touching potentially contaminated items or surfaces.

◊ Safety Glasses - Wear safety glasses with side shields or goggles when chemical splashes, sprays, spatters, or droplets of blood or bodily fluids pose a hazard to the eye.

◊ Shoe Protection - When overspray or floor application of biocide will impact the shoe surface, wear disposable booties over leather boots or shoes.
HOSPITAL GRADE CLEANING PRODUCTS

Disinfecting Wipes

Ready-to-use disinfectant cleaner wipes based on proprietary hydrogen peroxide technology to deliver fast, effective cleaning performance. Disinfects in 60 seconds. Virucide, bactericide, tuberculocidal, fungicide, and non-food contact sanitizer. Kills MRSA and Norovirus. Meets Bloodborne pathogen standards for decontaminating blood and body fluids. Colorless with a characteristic scent.

Disinfectant Cleaners & Deodorant

A multi-purpose, germicidal detergent and deodorant, disinfects, cleans and deodorizes in one labor-saving step. Recommended for use in hospitals, nursing homes, schools/colleges, commercial and industrial institutions. Neutral pH formula is perfect for damp mopping highly polished floors and will never dull, haze or leave a film. Economical ultra-concentrate @ 2 oz. per gallon for a low-end use cost. Effective against antibiotic resistant strains, VRE and MRSA. Neutral pH won’t dull haze or attack floor finish. Leaves no film.

One-Step Quaternary-based Disinfectant

Triforce Disinfectant disinfects, cleans and deodorizes in one step, leaving a lemon fragrance. This concentrated, multipurpose, germicidal detergent/deodorant is recommended for use in hospitals, nursing homes, schools, commercial and industrial institutions. Broad-spectrum, EPA-registered disinfectant kills staphylococcus aureus, pseudomona, salmonella, VRE and MRSA. Neutral pH formula is perfect for damp mopping highly polished floors and will never dull, haze or leave a film. Disinfectant offers an economical dilution ratio at 0.5 oz. per gallon (1:256). It comes in Concentrated Fast Draw Container, and it must be used with Fast Draw Dilution Systems.

EDIC CR2 Complete Touch-Free Restroom Restoration System

Enhanced Cleaning Intervals for Restrooms:
- Monitoring & Full Cleaning during Operating Hours
- Daily and mid-day for high traffic restrooms
FREQUENCY

Increased frequency of cleaning activity is a visual cue used to generate and maintain guest trust. The Venue Shield Environmental Hygiene Program includes over 40 individual convention center SOP’s for cleaning and frequency. One example of the public restroom SOP is available by clicking here.
BUILDING & HVAC

- PCC building engineers continue to verify the operation of mechanical systems and will restore all sequences, set points and schedules modified from the rollback of Operations.

- Air quality improvements include:
  - Increasing building outside air intake/air exchange rates during occupied event hours.
  - Ongoing process of replacing HVAC air filters with higher efficiency MERV-14 filters.
  - Advanced plasma air purification technology for larger spaces are being installed.

- All Life Safety Systems are maintained by the PCC’s in-house and third-party contractors. City of Philadelphia Certification is required for these systems. Records are kept on file and up-to-date on our ALTUM CMMS Software. KONE UV escalator handrail sanitization system installed.
TRACKING THE WORK

These processes have been developed in accordance with VenueShield and ALTUM CMMS Software. Maintenance and Safety information are displayed as tasks on work orders.
THIRD-PARTY VERIFICATION

Pennsylvania Convention Center has achieved the GBAC STAR Accreditation. GBAC (GLOBAL BIORISK ADVISORY COUNCIL), a division of International Sanitary Supply Association, is staffed with subject matter experts with experience in academia such as Harvard, Penn State, Emory University, and USA Governmental Agencies. GBAC was created specifically to deal with pandemics such as we are experiencing today with absolute effectiveness and integrity.

Prepare
Respond
Recover

Assisting facilities, institutions, companies and governments Prepare, Respond & Recover from pandemics.
ABOUT GBAC

GBAC helps organizations respond and recover from the current and future crises.

GBAC Star Accreditation provides confidence, trust, and third-party validation that facilities are safe!
GBAC STAR Accreditation

What does it mean for the Pennsylvania Convention Center?

- Accurate Chemistry
- Appropriate Equipment
- Proper Training
- Proper Tools
- Proper Procedures
- Standard PPE

It means that YOUR facility staff or service provider is implementing the industry’s highest standards for Cleaning, Disinfection and Infectious Disease Prevention (COVID-19).
GBAC STAR Program

GBAC Star™ program is a performance-based program. GBAC will assist with a suite of opportunities to help facilities and service providers in developing the competencies, procedures and tools to meet the requirements of the standard. Learning together, making the world a better place.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Companies decides to obtain GBAC STAR Accreditation</th>
<th>GBAC Team member will contact and discuss area of focus</th>
<th>GBAC Professional begins assessment</th>
<th>GBAC Star Achieved!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete initial Registration Form</td>
<td>Complete application and fee submitted to GBAC professional</td>
<td>Requirement Gaps identified and addressed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GBAC strongly believes that we all have a responsibility to have at least one subject matter expert inside each facility. All GBAC Star Facility Designations will involve:

- One GBAC Fundamentals Online Course Completion.
- This course teaches cleaning professionals to prepare for, respond to and recover from biohazards in the workplace. Participants will learn infection and contamination control measures for infectious disease outbreak situations such as the novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2).
- Individuals who successfully complete the course within 30 days will receive a Certificate of Completion from the Global Biorisk Advisory Council (GBAC), a division of ISSA.
- GBAC trains workers to be Microbial Warriors™, arming cleaning professionals with the planning, knowledge and processes needed to respond to a biohazard crisis in the workplace.
As the exclusive foodservice provider at the Pennsylvania Convention Center, Aramark is committed to creating experiences that enrich and nourish lives. With that commitment comes the understanding that providing world class food services in a safe and friendly environment is our top priority when it comes to servicing your next event to create memorable experiences for you and your attendees.

As we move into the re-opening phase, Aramark has dedicated its resources to developing new ways to provide you with options to seamlessly transition back to a new normal.

Hospitality goes beyond great customer service. With innovative solutions and time-tested expertise, our service exceeds industry standards even in dynamic circumstances.

Aramark EverSafe™ is a multi-dimensional platform created to support the safe re-opening and sustainable management of our client locations around the world.

Enhanced procedures are outlined below with new ways of providing catering and concession services to guests attending events:

### Contactless Point of Sale

- Intuitive approach to cash handling procedures.
- Portable hardware enhances mobility.
- Integrates with Freedom Pay payment devices for Contactless Payments and mobile wallets.
- Built-in 5GHz Wi-Fi capable.

### Workplaces and Dining Areas

- Upon request we will work with Show Organizers to create layouts to accommodate distancing.
- Prevent employees from grouping together.
- Stagger breaks and meal periods.
- Built-in 5GHz Wi-Fi capable.

### Catering and Concessions Options

- Limit number of guests in a room according to building policy.
- Hand sanitizers around service areas.
- Enhanced customer signage.
- Shielded registers at checkout.
- Individually packaged food and beverage offerings.
- Single use utensils and condiments.
- Individually wrapped catering cutlery rollups (Airline packs).
OPERATIONAL MESSAGING

As we re-open and operate our facilities, this guidance is designed with what we currently know to minimize the risk to our employees and guests.

- Follow approved check-in procedure.
- Change into work clothes, storing outside clothes in locker.
- Wellness posters outside entrances to dining areas and kitchens.
HAND WASHING

- Wash your hands thoroughly for at least 20 seconds, following local Health regulations.
- Dry with a single use towel.
- If you don’t have soap and hot water, use an alcohol-based sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol.
- Provide sanitizer stations and signage by food service areas, concessions, all staff areas and stations.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)

- Proper PPE helps prevent the spread of germs.
- Aramark will supply employees with appropriate, government approved PPE once they enter the Workplace.
- In the United States the level of needed protection for our accounts is rated low by OSHA, our regular gloves and hair restraints are acceptable.
- Require staff to put on supplied PPE, including hair covering, beard net, and gloves following approved procedures.
- Provide sanitizer on dock areas.
- Facilitate ‘contactless’ delivery process and provide disposable gloves and face masks to incoming deliver drivers.
DISINFECTING SURFACES

EverSafe™

Aramark EverSafe™, a multi-dimensional platform created to support the safe re-opening and sustainable management of our client locations around the world. Through a partnership with Philadelphia's Jefferson Health, this platform provides safety excellence that aims to help reduce the spread of COVID-19 and pride the most hygienic, safe environments for our employees, clients, customers, and guests.

Jefferson has been at the forefront of the pandemic, leading efforts to combat the challenges of this coronavirus, and will provide medical and scientific insights, data analysis, and exploration of solutions to promote safety in the workplace.

Developed in accordance with recommendations of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the World Health Organization (WHO) and other leading health organizations, EverSafe features five pillars:

- Good health and hygiene
- Appropriate spatial separation practices
- Enhanced cleaning, sanitation, and disinfecting
- Available and emerging technology
- New service offerings and capabilities

DISINFECTING “HIGH TOUCH” SURFACES

Every one to two hours throughout the workday, and more frequently as needed, “High Touch” surfaces such as door handles, staff lounge and break areas, hand sinks, ice machines, refrigerator and freezer handles and cart handles are washed and disinfected.

DISINFECTING WORKAREAS

At the end of each day. After food production areas have been cleaned, they are disinfected with an approved food service disinfectant and allowed to air dry.
The heart of the Pennsylvania Convention Center re-activation plan is focused on the customer experience.

We have three customers for every event we manage: the show organizer, the exhibitor, and the attendee.

The life cycle of an event falls into three phases: the move-in, the event is open to attendees, and the move-out.

All events licensed at the PCC are strongly encouraged to supply a written Licensee Event Operations Plan complying with all applicable health and safety protocols outlined in this plan submitted by the show organizer 90 days in advance of the event. The Licensee Event Operations Plan will be provided by your Sales or Event Manager.

Outlined below is the journey visitors will take when visiting our facility. It begins with the opportunity for guests and meeting planners to tour the facility in-person and virtually through the event space.

Recognizing the need to provide proper safety protocols, this plan outlines a series of recommendations for the use of these spaces.

As food is an integral part of any event experience, we also describe how catering and concessions will operate.
SITE VISITS

- Must be scheduled in advance.
- Contact Names to be provided in advance.
- Guests will check-in with PCC Representative upon entry to the building

VIRTUAL TOUR

- The virtual tour will provide both static and 360-degree images, floorplans and examples of setups and events.
- If customer travel is not optimal, this comprehensive virtual tour of our facility will showcase all meeting space.
- Our virtual tour allows for a “You Are Here” experience for customers providing the ability to see the building as their attendees would see.
- The virtual tour can be self-guided, or the Sales/Events Manager can guide a customer through and answer specific questions much like an in-person site visit.
- The Sales/Events Manager may invite internal departments to the tour along with the customer to provide as close to an in-person experience as possible.
- Virtual site visits will assist with a contactless planning experience.
- The tour will have a mechanism to send an email to sales with specific information about the space being viewed.
ARRIVAL & DEPARTURE

- External signage clearly displaying terms and conditions of entry.
- Show Organizer may request mask wearing during their event. Show Organizer will be responsible to provide signage and protocol regarding mask enforcement.
- Hand Sanitizer stations with supporting hygiene signage at all entrances and exits.
- Show organizer to provide staff supporting the safe flow of people throughout the facility.
Exterior Transportation Area

Shuttle bus pick-up/drop-off

- Shuttle plans are required 45 days out to include physical distancing and crowd management protocols. Crowd management protocol plans must be included the PCC Licensee Event Operations Plan. Show Organizer is strongly encouraged to complete the PCC Licensee Event Operations Plan.

Registration Areas

Registration plans must be submitted to Event Manager no later than 90 days out and should reflect the following:

Registration Area Recommendations:

- Physical distance divider to separate staff from attendees.
- Non-interface/contactless registration.
- Digital credentials can eliminate physical badges, lanyards and enable contact tracing.
- Badge scanning at entry & exit doors to allow for contact tracing.
- Implementation of contactless payment system.
- Pre-printed badges and no badge collection.
- Strongly encourage pre-distribution of badges and collateral prior to on-site arrival.
- Queue line spacing plan.
- Contactless payment system.
PUBLIC RESTROOMS

- Non-essential restrooms will be closed during move-in and out days, to maintain and focus on the highest foot traffic restrooms.
- Overnight deep cleaning of all restrooms.
- Public Restroom SOP example is available here.

PASSENGER ELEVATORS

- Signage will be provided elevator capacities, and hygiene reminders.
- Sanitizing stations will be provided outside of all elevators.

ESCALATORS

- Installation of KONE UV Light Sanitization apparatus to kill viruses.

ADA ACCOMMODATIONS

- Continue to maintain access in all ingress and egress plans into and around the facility.
MEETING ROOMS & BALLROOMS

CAPACITY

- Physical distancing is no longer required based on health agencies guidance, however we will work with show organizers to develop physically distanced floor plans if it is requested.

- Customized capacity floor plans to be provided by your production company or event manager adhering to current CDC guidelines.

LAYOUTS

- Work with show organizer to create floorplans that will meet expectations and maintain a level of comfort as directed by the show organizer.

ATTENDEE FLOW

- PCC will have hand sanitizers at locations referenced on page 9 – additional locations inside of Exhibit Halls or Meeting Rooms must be provided by Show Management.

- Suggest stagger start/end times to reduce congestion on concourses and in restrooms.

- Customer to provide ample time between sessions to allow for cleaning and straightening of chairs.
MEETING ROOMS & BALLROOMS

THEATER LAYOUT SAMPLE

STANDARD MEETING ROOM SETUP
- Minimum 4’ center aisles.
- Chairs are set on 36-inch centers.
- Chairs must be ganged together.
- Maximum 14 chairs across per row and up to 24 rows deep before a cross aisle is required.

PHYSICAL DISTANCED MEETING ROOM SETUP
- Physically distancing is no longer required
- Accommodations will be made if Show Organizer requests physical distance.

*All physical distancing floorplans and associated capacities are estimates and meant to be used as a guide. Final floorplans are subject to PCC and Fire Marshal approval.
MEETING ROOMS & BALLROOMS

CLASSROOM LAYOUT SAMPLE

STANDARD MEETING ROOM SETUP
- Minimum 4’ center aisles.
- 3 per table, with maximum of 4 tables set together.
- 6’ spacing between tables.

PHYSICAL DISTANCED MEETING ROOM SETUP
- Physically distancing is no longer required
- Accommodations will be made if Show Organizer requests physical distance.

NORMAL MAX CAPACITY (168)

PHYSICAL DISTANCED MAX CAPACITY (17)

*All physical distancing floorplans and associated capacities are estimates and meant to be used as a guide. Final floorplans are subject to PCC and Fire Marshal approval.
MEETING ROOMS & BALLROOMS

BANQUET LAYOUT SAMPLE

STANDARD MEETING ROOM SETUP
- Standard is to set round tables on 11-foot center (11) feet from table center to table center (approx. 5’ Food & Beverage functions.
- Cross aisles required for certain Food & Beverage functions.
- 72” round-max 12 chairs.
- 60” round—max 10 chairs.

PHYSICAL DISTANCED MEETING ROOM SETUP
- Physical distancing is no longer required
- Accommodations will be made if Show Organizer requests physical distance.

NORMAL MAX CAPACITY (150)  PHYSICAL DISTANCED MAX CAPACITY (27)

*All physical distancing floorplans and associated capacities are estimates and meant to be used as a guide. Final floorplans are subject to PCC and Fire Marshal approval.
EXHIBIT HALLS

MANAGING CAPACITY

- Utilize counting and controlled entrance area.
- Show organizer should work closely with the PCC in determining capacity.

EXHIBIT BOOTHS

- Contactless alternatives to physical engagement, collateral materials and giveaways.
- PPE (staff masks, shields, gloves, etc.).
- Distribute hand sanitizer dispensers throughout the area.
- Implement contactless payments systems.
- Signage to promote health and safety best practices.
- Cleaning of spaces and surfaces prior to, during and at the conclusion of each show day.
- Temporary structures and exhibits (décor). Sanitation procedures may vary based on type of materials (hard surfaces, fabric, vinyl, or metal).

CONTRACTORS

- Dedicated labor entrance and exit.
- Incorporate Health Screenings.
- Provide PPE (gloves, masks, sanitizers readily available) for workers.
- Daily safety briefings by General Service Contractors, vendors and show labor each morning.
- Encourage show workers to wear a lanyard with hand sanitizer attached.
- General service contractors to submit enhanced protocols to Contractor Services 90 days prior to move-in.

MATERIAL HANDLING

- Wipe down of equipment prior to use.
- Equipment assigned and not shared throughout a shift (i.e. forklift).
- If equipment is shared, it must be disinfected between use.
- Industrial spray down of all furniture with tags indicating when it was last sanitized with the date and hour.
- Spray down of all carpets when installed.
BOX OFFICE MANAGEMENT

- It is strongly recommended to use credit or debit cards to minimize person to person contact.

- Permanent Box Office located at 12th & Arch will be recommended due to enclosed glass office.

- When permanent box office is operational there will be designated entrance & exit doors.

- Recommend promotion of pre-sale tickets to lessen the number of on-site sales.

- Ticket sales will not begin until the doors to the event are open by show or building management to minimize crowding inside of the Center (Show management will need to promote to their attendees via websites, social media and all digital and printed materials).

- Proper PPE will be provided to ticket sellers and takers.

- If hand stamps are offered, attendee will need to use hand sanitizer station prior to receiving hand stamp.
PROTECTING OUR WORKFORCE

The most important assets for Pennsylvania Convention Center are the people who work here every day. Producing some of the largest events in the United States requires a highly trained workforce. This section of the plan outlines how employees are being re-introduced to the workplace.

FOLLOWING BEST PRACTICES

Pennsylvania Convention Center and ASM Global is closely monitoring government policy changes from WHO, CDC, PAPH, PPH guidelines, government mandates, and public health advancements and will continue to make changes as necessary or appropriate to our protocols and procedures. If there is variation in recommendations, Pennsylvania Convention Center will follow the most conservative approach.
RETURNING OUR WORKFORCE

- Policies and procedures around bringing team members back to work.

- PCCA, ASM Global Staff and show labor will be subject to health screening protocols.

- Education and training programs will be implemented to communicate updated protocols to facility staff and labor partners.

- Temporary flexible work arrangements.

- Work from home.

- Flexible work hours

- Considerations for at-risk team members.

- Modified PTO policies.

- Personal Leave of Absence Policy.

- Temporary relaxed attendance policy.
HEALTH QUESTIONNAIRE

- Team members will be reminded regularly that their health and the health of those around them is an important responsibility.

- Team members will fill out the Health Questionnaire daily upon arrival.

- Any team member not feeling well will be asked to go home immediately and follow the current self-quarantine CDC guidelines.
EXPOSURE POLICY

With the CDC’s Guidance in mind, the below is ASM Global’s direction on the following Team Member scenarios for the Pennsylvania Convention Center:

**SCENARIO A: Team Member with Direct Exposure to Confirmed COVID-19 Case**

Team Member reports direct exposure to a confirmed case of COVID-19:

- **Team Member should be advised that they should go/stay home and get tested.**
- **The local HR Business Partner (HRBP) and General Manager should be notified. HRBP should immediately notify ASM Global’s Corporate Human Resources Department.**
- **Team Member should be advised that they need to notify the HRBP if they become symptomatic and should seek immediate medical treatment.**

If the Team member does not become symptomatic and chooses not to test, they may return to work after a 10-day quarantine period.

If the Team Member does become symptomatic and their doctor DOES NOT send them for a test or they DO send them, but the test comes back negative they need to immediately notify local Human Resources and the employee cannot return to work until after a 10-day quarantine period without testing for a 7-day quarantine period receiving a negative test result (test must occur on day 5 or later).

After stopping quarantine, the team member should still continue to:

- Watch for symptoms until 14 days after exposure.
- Immediately self-isolate and contact their healthcare provider and ASM Global’s local HRBP if they develop symptoms.
- Wear a mask, stay at least 6 feet from others, wash their hands, avoid crowds, and take other steps to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

If the Team Member becomes symptomatic and their medical professional DOES send the Team Member for testing and results are positive, they need to immediately notify the local HRBP.

The Team Member cannot return to work until the 10-day quarantine period has exhausted from when the symptoms first started AND they follow detailed CDC Guidelines outlined below:

- **Team Member has had no fever for at least 24 hours without the use of medicine that reduces fevers; AND**
- **Other symptoms of COVID are improving**
  - Loss of taste and smell may persist for weeks or months after recovery and need not delay the end of isolation.
Exposure Policy

Scenario B: Team Member with Potential Exposure to a COVID-19 Case

Team Member reports exposure to an unconfirmed case of COVID-19:

- Team Member should be advised that they should go/stay home and get tested.

- The local HRBP and General Manager should be notified. HRBP should immediately notify ASM Global’s Corporate Human Resources Department.

- Ask Team Member to self-quarantine until test results are received on the unconfirmed case.

- If the unconfirmed case tests positive, follow Scenario A guidelines.

- If the unconfirmed case tests negative, Team Member may be placed back on work schedule.

Scenario C: Team Member with a Confirmed Diagnosis of COVID-19

Team Member reports diagnosis of COVID-19:

- Team Member should be advised that they should stay home and seek medical treatment.

- The local HR Business Partner (HRBP) and General Manager should be notified. HRBP should immediately notify ASM Global’s Corporate Human Resources Department.

- Team Member must immediately notify local Human Resources and the employee cannot return to work until the 10-day quarantine period has exhausted and they follow the detailed CDC guidelines outlined above based upon their specific circumstances.

- Education and training programs will be implemented to communicate updated protocols to facility staff and labor partners.
LABOR CHECK-IN

BUILDING ENTRY AND EXIT PROCEDURES

- Follow all health and safety protocols.
- Utilization of pre-screening protocols.
- Designated single point of entry and exit for labor.
- Updated signage to include reminders on a safe working environment.
- Install additional locations for larger events with a higher number of workers.
TECHNOLOGY & EQUIPMENT

- As Pennsylvania Convention Center continues to operate, the need to increase technology to promote virtual and hybrid sessions will increase.
- New and improved ways to promote contactless technologies for events.
- Equipment that provides added safety and security for visitors will be needed.

TECHNOLOGY CAPABILITIES

- Pennsylvania Convention Center is positioned to support greater than usual bandwidth needs that may arise from show-side requirements to offer additional virtual options.
  - With the use of ISP grade Cisco Nexus equipment, we are able to provide bandwidth up to 10Gig overall usage at the edge, and a 10Gig internal backbone infrastructure.
- Support of virtual events – if there is a call for presenters/performers to be on site and to be onstage in front of an exclusively or primarily virtual audience, our internet circuits are sufficiently able to support these needs from a data and connectivity perspective.
- The ability to deploy more access points to accommodate physical distancing.

MEETING ROOM AV

- Devices to allow a presenter to wirelessly connect their own device to the monitor or screen. This eliminates the need to touch cables, common computers, or to insert USB drives.
- Complimentary hardwired internet in room where PCC Event Technology provides webcasting/web-conferencing services.
- Have webcams and other necessary equipment to create a hybrid meeting in any room.
- Complimentary hardwired internet in rooms where our PCC Event Technology department provides hybrid meeting equipment.
Examples of physical signage, stanchions, and acrylic guard that the Pennsylvania Convention Center will deploy.

BUILDING SYSTEMS & HVAC TECHNOLOGY

- Air quality improvements include:
  - Increasing building outside air intake/air exchange rates during occupied event hours.
  - Advanced plasma air purification technology for larger spaces is being installed.
- Escalator handrails sterilized using UV-light technology.
PUBLIC AWARENESS

- An effective plan must include ways to communicate to our customers before, during, and after an event.
- Increased messaging through websites and social media is necessary. Relevant information will be added under the Health & Safety webpage as well as the applicable sections on the website that pertain to the updated information.
- On site messaging to reinforce any messaging needed.
- An effective ongoing public awareness plan will instill confidence that the Pennsylvania Convention Center is a safe place to do business.

MEDIA

- Press Release PA Convention Center Welcomes Back Customers and Events

INTERNAL ASSETS

- Utilize all social media channels, website, email and building signage to assist with awareness of health & safety protocols.

PARTNERS

- Collaborate with partners, including PHL, CVB, GPHA and VISIT PHILLY, to enhance healthy & safety protocols post COVID-19.

Examples of Health & Safety Updates related communication on The Pennsylvania Convention Center website, social and email to customers.
PUBLIC AWARENESS

SAMPLE MESSAGING

HEALTH AND SAFETY REMINDERS
FOR YOUR SAFETY AND THE SAFETY OF OTHER GUESTS & STAFF

USE HAND SANITIZER

WASH HANDS FREQUENTLY

AVOID TOUCHING EYES & FACE

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN HELPING THE COMMUNITY STAY FOCUSED ON HEALTH AND SAFETY.
HEALTH AND SAFETY REMINDERS
FOR YOUR SAFETY AND THE SAFETY OF OTHER GUESTS & STAFF

AVOID TOUCHING EYES & FACE

WASH HANDS FREQUENTLY

USE HAND SANITIZER

AVOID HANDSHAKES
Re-Activation Operating Framework

The goal is to demonstrate to employees and customers that attending tradeshows and conventions is safe.

It is achieved by enhanced cleaning protocols, new ways of providing food service, understanding the customer journey to safely return our employees to work, new forms of technology to enhance the experience, and explaining what we are doing and why.

To achieve the goal of a smooth re-opening this plan is divided into six parts:

**ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE**
Cleaning the facility to the highest standards

**FOOD SERVICE**
Providing safe and enjoyable food

**CUSTOMER JOURNEY**
Understanding the anatomy of our events to create a safe and healthy event.

**WORKFORCE**
Returning our at-home workforce to the job site to serve our customers

**TECHNOLOGY & EQUIPMENT**
Exploring the new role for technology and equipment

**PUBLIC AWARENESS**
Communicating our enhanced operational protocols